New Construction Management and Technology Group seeks to improve project efficiency

Ed Jaselskis, associate professor of civil and construction engineering at Iowa State University, is coordinating a new Construction Management and Technology Group (CMTG) at CTRE to research state-of-the-art management techniques and information technologies for the transportation community. CMTG researchers focus on information areas such as electronic bidding, constructability, as-built drawings, and field simplified drawings. Research technologies include 3-D and 4-D CAD models, GIS, and remote sensing.

Currently, CMTG focuses on the benefits of laser scanning over standard survey techniques. Laser scanning quickly scans an accurate as-built object for use in CAD software. As-built means the corrected versions of the design drawings or blueprints since there are usually some minor changes that are made as construction progresses. Therefore, it is imperative to construction design that the final drawings be as accurate as possible. Poor as-built drawings must be found and reworked, which can cost up to 15 percent of the total project cost.

Laser imaging technology can drastically reduce the time spent rendering an object while improving its accuracy for a particular traffic construction project. Laser scanning is a ground laser-imaging system that quickly creates a highly accurate 3-D image for use in standard CAD software packages.

CMTG proposes to use this technology to help the Iowa Department of Transportation with several important design and construction projects. This technology may help with intersection, highway, and bridge design. To date, CMTG has test scanned a borrow pit, stockpile, highway, several bridges, a bridge deck, and a concrete paving surface. CMTG is currently determining how much money laser scanning saves when compared with conventional approaches.

CTRE and CMTG envision research that directly applies to the transportation community. For example, as CMTG continues to develop laser scanner technology, it will make such technology available to Iowa’s public agencies. CTRE’s resources could also help CMTG educate interested parties about the new technology. CMTG staff will be working with Tom Cackler, CTRE’s new associate director for construction research and advanced technology.

Hello, Tom Cackler

CTRE has recently acquired the expertise of E. Thomas (Tom) Cackler. Before coming to CTRE, Tom spent 27 years at the Iowa DOT; the last nine were spent as chief engineer for the Highway Division, a department with more than 2,600 employees. As chief engineer, Tom directly oversaw project development, contract administration, maintenance of the primary road system, and Iowa DOT support of local government programs. Before that, Tom was director of the Iowa DOT Office of Construction, and was responsible for a $300 million highway construction program and was on quality improvement committees for four major construction and materials associations.

At CTRE, he is the associate director for construction research and advanced technology. Tom hopes that he can contribute to the development of innovative construction technology. “There’s great opportunity to apply technology to construction processes. I feel we are on the verge of something new and exciting,” he says. Tom is the principal investigator for the highway renewal division of the future Strategic Highway Research Program (F-SHRP) (see CTRE Director’s message on page 2). He also works closely with the Center for Portland Cement Concrete Pavement Technology (PCC Center) as a research coordinator and manager.